
 
 

Vacany No # 
Tarmac use only 

 

Role Title  Logistics Business Higher Apprentice  

BU/Function Cement and Lime - Supply Chain & Logistics Dunbar 

Location Dunbar, East Lothian 

Vacancy 
description 

We have a fantastic opportunity for an enthusiastic team member with a            
natural interest and aptitude for logistics and business who will use these            
attributes to gain the knowledge, skills and behaviours to become a competent            
member of the logistics function within the Cement & Lime business.  
 
Applicants must have excellent communication skills both written and verbal,          
as well as being able to use their own initiative and have a strong drive to                
succeed in order to contribute effectively within a highly skilled and motivated            
team. 
 
The apprenticeship will consist of on the job training within the Cement & Lime              
Logistics team, as well as developmental project work combined with          
attendance to college to develop a business and logistic focused academic           
skill set, with potential for further educational support for a suitable candidate.  

Main 
responsibilities 

Provide support to the Dunbar Logistics team and the cement customers; be            
able to develop relationships with key internal and external stakeholders to           
help the Cement Logistics team develop its planning and logistics focus. 
 
Involvement within analytical work, as well as the development of the Logistics            
business to meet the needs of the market and the customers 

 Scheme Duration  Two - Three  years dependant on candidate 

Minimum 

candidate 

requirements and 
skills required 

Hold at least 5 GCSE’s including maths and english or equivalent 
 
 
Having a keen interest in developing analytical skills with the ability to            
manipulate spreadsheets through Excel and develop summary reports, as well          
as gaining a working knowledge of areas of a commercial function including            
sales, customer services, marketing and planning. 

 

Salary & Working 
hours  

£competitive 
37.5 hours per week, Monday to Friday. 

 
 



Training 
Qualification 

 TBC - Business Management  

Training Provider Potentially EDETA and an Edinburgh College 

Reality Check Have the ability to work within an office environment, as part of a team and as                
an individual contributor. This role will require a high degree of accuracy and             
attention to detail with large amounts of the role working with Excel            
spreadsheets. 

Future prospects 

(post 
Apprenticeship 

Moving into a Logistics role, with further development opportunities and for           
the right candidate support through an appropriate degree to support your           
learning.  

This role will provide a solid base within a logistics department, which can be              
used a springboard to a career within the wider logistics, supply chain and             
logistics  planning functions. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 


